Accurate and robust non-rigid registration of pre-procedure magnetic resonance (MR) imaging to intraprocedure trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) is critical for image-guided biopsies of prostate cancer. Prostate cancer is one of the most prevalent forms of cancer and the second leading cause of cancer-related death in men in the United States. TRUS-guided biopsy is the current clinical standard for prostate cancer diagnosis and assessment. State-of-the-art, clinical MR-TRUS image fusion relies upon semi-automated segmentations of the prostate in both the MR and the TRUS images to perform non-rigid surface-based registration of the gland. Segmentation of the prostate in TRUS imaging is itself a challenging task and prone to high variability. These segmentation errors can lead to poor registration and subsequently poor localization of biopsy targets, which may result in false-negative cancer detection. In this paper, we present a non-rigid surface registration approach to MR-TRUS fusion based on a statistical deformation model (SDM) of intra-procedural deformations derived from clinical training data. Synthetic validation experiments quantifying registration volume of interest overlaps of the PI-RADS parcellation standard and tests using clinical landmark data demonstrate that our use of an SDM for registration, with median target registration error of 2.98 mm, is significantly more accurate than the current clinical method. Furthermore, we show that the low-dimensional SDM registration results are robust to segmentation errors that are not uncommon in clinical TRUS data.
Introduction
Accurate and robust non-rigid image registration is critical for image-guided interventions. Non-rigid registration is a challenging task that is further complicated if the fusion involves images of different modalities. Intensity-based registration algorithms must deal with complex intensity relationships, which makes finding the optimal solution difficult. As an alternative to maximizing an intensity-based similarity metric, such as mutual information, anatomical structures of interest may first be segmented from the images, and then be registered to each other to perform the image fusion. However, image segmentation itself remains a challenging problem. Segmentations are prone to errors and to high variability, especially when these segmentations are performed under the limited time constraints of a clinical procedure. In this paper, we present a non-rigid registration solution that is both accurate and robust to potentially inaccurate segmentations. Our approach utilizes a statistical model of non-rigid deformation due to the specific image-guided intervention learned from a large set of clinical training data to effectively constrain the registration process. We demonstrate results applying our approach to non-rigidly register prostate surfaces segmented from pre-procedure magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (MRI) and intra-procedure trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS) imaging for image-guided prostate cancer biopsy localization.
Prostate cancer is one of the most commonly occurring forms of cancer and one of the major causes of cancer-related death in the U.S. It is estimated that over 180,0 0 0 men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in the year 2016, and over 26,0 0 0 men will die of the disease ( Siegel et al., 2016 ) . Biopsy is the current clinical standard for diagnosing prostate cancer, and the standard procedure in the U.S. utilizes TRUS imaging for biopsy guidance. TRUS imaging itself cannot be reliably used for targeting suspicious lesions because of poor image quality and lack of contrast. The current biopsy sampling technique takes 12 tissue cores, in a systematic, non-patient-specific plan, from different regions of the prostate. This systematic survey is extremely limited in spatial coverage of the prostate gland, which results in severe under-sampling. Using this general approach to biopsy sampling has been likened to a game of chance with no more than 0.45% of an average-sized gland being biopsied ( Ukimura et al., 2012 ) . In fact, the statistics compiled from systematic ultrasound-guided biopsies are staggering: (i) as much as 30% of serious tumors may be missed on a firsttime biopsy ( Taira et al., 2010 ) ; (ii) the cancer detection rate for patients with a prior negative biopsy is lower than 20% and the detection of clinically significant cancers is even lower ( Roehl et al., 2002 ) ; (iii) biopsy pathology underestimates significance of disease 40% of the time leading to incorrect staging ( Isariyawongse et al., 2008 ) ; and (iv) approximately 50% of detected tumors are indolent ( Cooperberg et al., 2007 ) .
Cancerous lesions are, however, more readily seen using other imaging modalities, such as MRI. Compared to TRUS, multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) that combines T2-weighted imaging with functional sequences, e.g. diffusion-weighted MRI, spectroscopic MRI and dynamic contrast enhanced MRI, shows significantly better sensitivity and specificity for staging, localizing and detecting prostate cancer ( Barentsz et al., 2012; Villers et al., 2006; Kirkham et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2007 ) . However, performing biopsies under intra-procedure MRI guidance can be time consuming, expensive and impractical ( Ukimura et al., 2012; Pondman et al., 2008 ) . To avoid these problems, current practice aims to fuse pre-procedure mpMRI with intra-procedure TRUS imaging. Here, suspicious prostatic tissue is first identified via mpMRI and then TRUS imaging is used to provide targeted image-guided navigation for biopsy. A rigid image fusion method between the MRI and TRUS is inadequate for accurate biopsy guidance due to prostate gland deformation caused by: (i) variations in patient orientation ( Moradi et al., 2012 ) ; (ii) changes in bladder volume or rectal filling; (iii) the presence or absence of an endorectal MR coil ( Alterovitz et al., 2006 ) ; and (iv) deformation caused by handheld TRUS probes ( Krücker et al., 2007 ) . Non-rigid registration is therefore necessary to compensate for these deformations.
MR-TRUS Image Fusion Methods
A variety of intensity-based and segmentation-based methods have been presented to non-rigidly fuse pre-procedure MRI and intra-procedure TRUS imaging. Mitra et al. ( Mitra et al., 2012b ) presented an intensity-based registration based on image textures, but validated it only on 2D midgland MR-TRUS slices, while Sun et al. ( Sun et al., 2013 ) presented 3D non-rigid MR-TRUS registration using local intensity descriptors. Intensity-based registration is difficult due to TRUS's poor signal-to-noise ratio and the complex intensity relationship between TRUS and T2-weighted MRI. Moreover, corresponding anatomical features may not be visible in both modalities due to differences in the imaging physics, which violates a typical requirement of intensity-based registration methods for matching structures to exist in both images.
Segmentation-based registration methods, on the other hand, fuse the MRI and TRUS images by first identifying a set of specific fiducial landmarks or the whole prostate gland, and then registering these structures. Because automatic prostate segmentation is itself a challenging task, the majority of MR-TRUS fusion methods rely on either manual or semi-automated segmentation in both the MR and TRUS images. Manually localized fiducials have been used for rigid Bubley et al., 2013 ) , affine ( Kaplan et al., 2002 ) , and non-rigid ( Mitra et al., 2012b; Dickinson et al., 2013 ) alignment. Some fusion methods perform an initial alignment using a limited number of fiducials for global prostate shape alignment and then perform a non-rigid registration thereafter to correct for deformations ( Xu et al., 2008; Cool et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2012; . In contrast to the limited number of points used by fiducial registration methods, which cannot be used to accurately account for non-rigid deformations, whole gland segmentations capture the entire prostate and provide a high number of boundary points that may be used to estimate non-rigid surface deformations. These whole gland segmentations may be represented either as image-based segmentations or as surfaces. Moradi et al. ( Moradi et al., 2012 ) non-rigidly register manually segmented prostate binary image masks, while Fedorov et al. ( Fedorov et al., 2015 ) non-rigidly register signed distance maps of manually segmented prostates. Surface-based non-rigid registration methods treat the segmentations as points in 2D slice contours ( Reynier et al., 2004; Cool et al., 2011; Mitra et al., 2012a; Zettinig et al., 2015 ) , as points in 3D surfaces ( Narayanan et al., 2009; Karnik et al., 2010; Natarajan et al., 2011; Fedorov et al., 2015; Khallaghi et al., 2015b; van de Ven et al., 2015; Onofrey et al., 2015b ) , or as a set of basis functions, for example as spherical harmonics ( Moradi et al., 2012 ) . The state-of-the-art, clinical Artemis prostate biopsy system and its ProFuse Bx multi-modal image fusion software (Eigen, Grass Valley, CA), relies on intra-procedure, semi-automated TRUS segmentation ( Ladak et al., 20 0 0 ) and a deformable surface registration algorithm to align the prostate surfaces segmented in both the MRI and TRUS images ( Narayanan et al., 2009 ) .
Alternative fusion approaches make use of MR prostate segmentation, which may be performed manually prior to the biopsy procedure free of clinical time constraints, but forgo manual segmentation of the TRUS image. Starting with a manual MR segmentation, these methods perform MR-TRUS fusion by (i) using the manual MR prostate segmentation to automatically segment the prostate in the TRUS image, which implicitly defines the deformation ( Martin et al., 2010 ) , (ii) performing model-to-imagebased registration to the TRUS image ( Hu et al., 2012; , (iii) maximizing the alignment of a manual MR prostate segmentation to an automatically segmented TRUS prostate probability map image ( Sparks et al., 2015 ) , or (iv) automatically segmenting the TRUS prostate first and then performing surface-based registration ( Zettinig et al., 2015 ) . Yet another approach to MR-TRUS fusion involves acquisition of a separate TRUS volume prior to the biopsy procedure. This TRUS image serves as a reference to which the MRI is first registered; thereafter, the MR-TRUS fusion is updated with respect to this reference volume using intensity-based TRUS registrations of intra-procedure images ( Xu et al., 2008; Cool et al., 2011 ) . While Karnik et al. ( Karnik et al., 2010 ) demonstrated that such intensity-based, mono-modal TRUS-TRUS registration performed better than surface-based registration of prostates segmented from these images, these methods make certain assumptions about how the prostate deforms between the TRUS reference acquisition and intra-procedure imaging. Xu et al. ( Xu et al., 2008 ) assumes limited deformation between the MRI and the TRUS reference by performing an affine registration with updates using only 2D TRUS slices, whereas Cool et al. ( Cool et al., 2011 ) perform non-rigid fusion between the MRI and TRUS reference (both images acquired on the same day) but register the intra-procedure TRUS to the TRUS reference using only rigid registration, which assumes no deformations between the two TRUS acquisitions.
Segmentation-based registration methods involving some level of manual interaction, such as the ones mentioned above, are time-consuming, are highly operator dependent, and are a significant source of variability ( Smith et al., 2007; Karnik et al., 2010 ) . Surface-based registration algorithms such as robust point match-ing (RPM) ( Rangarajan et al., 1997; Chui and Rangarajan, 2003 ) and coherent point drift (CPD) ( Myronenko and Song, 2010 ) attempt to handle noisy surface data by allowing for soft point correspondences and outliers in the data. MR-TRUS fusion methods have made use of RPM ( Khallaghi et al., 2015b; Onofrey et al., 2015b ) and CPD ( Fedorov et al., 2015; Khallaghi et al., 2015b; Zettinig et al., 2015 ) . These methods have been shown to be robust to noisy segmentations with synthetically added perturbations ( Onofrey et al., 2015b; Khallaghi et al., 2015a ) and to partial segmentations missing large sections of the prostate ( Fedorov et al., 2015; Khallaghi et al., 2015b Khallaghi et al., , 2015a .
Modeling Prostate Deformation
Prior knowledge about either (i) prostate gland tissue mechanics or (ii) statistics of prostate shape and gland deformation has been incorporated into MR-TRUS fusion methods. To address the former, including biomechanical computational models into the image registration process can constrain the non-rigid deformation to be physically realistic. A general criticism of surface-based registration methods is that they can only reliably register data that is close the surface itself since there is no information provided to the registration algorithm inside the shape boundary far from the surface. Biomechanical models address this limitation by acting as a regularization constraint on the non-rigid transformation ( Moradi et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2012; Fedorov et al., 2015; Khallaghi et al., 2015b Khallaghi et al., , 2015a van de Ven et al., 2015 ) . These models treat the prostate as a linear elastic material, and require tuned parameters to best approximate the elastic tissue properties of the gland. While biomechanical models may be used to realistically interpolate the deformation within a surface, the model cannot be used to drive the registration process itself since the model requires the specification of boundary constraints (deformation forces) to the model's surface. These forces are typically found using some form of surface-based registration method or alignment with imagebased features, both of which are themselves sensitive to segmentations errors.
The other form of prior knowledge used by MR-TRUS fusion methods involves statistical shape models (SSMs) and statistical deformation models (SDMs), both of which attempt to handle noisy measurements by learning the distribution of either plausible prostate shape or plausible prostate deformation from a population of examples. SSMs attempt to model the variation of shape within a particular class of objects ( Heimann and Meinzer, 2009 ). For example, active shape models use a principal component analysis (PCA) of landmark point displacements to constrain realizations of an object's shape to be from the distribution of the probabilistic model ( Cootes et al., 1995 ) . SSMs rely upon landmark points to describe the object's shape, however, manual identification of corresponding landmarks is expensive and automatic segmentation is itself a challenging task. SDMs, on the other hand, avoid the explicit segmentation of the object of interest, and instead model how an object deforms according to a deformation field. For example, an SDM may use a PCA of B-spline control point displacements in free-form deformations to learn the distribution of these non-rigid transformations ( Rueckert et al., 2003 ) . In contrast with biomechanical models, SSMs and SDMs can be used to directly drive the registration process.
SSMs and SDMs have been shown to be promising for MR-TRUS fusion ( Yan et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2012; Khallaghi et al., 2015a ) . In particular, Hu et al. ( Hu et al., 2012; train a patient-specific deformation model using simulated finite element mesh deformations generated from manual segmentation of the prostate and surrounding anatomy, while Khallaghi et al. ( Khallaghi et al., 2015a ) use an SSM to estimate prostate shapes given segmentations with missing data. In general, PCA-based models suffer from the curse of dimensionality where the number of training samples is limited compared to the higher dimensionality of the shape or the deformation field. For this reason, Hu et al. ( Hu et al., 2012; simulated a large number of possible prostate deformations to generate synthetic training samples. However, from our own work ( Onofrey et al., 2015a ) , we have seen that even lowquality training data, provided in large enough quantity, is useful for modeling non-rigid deformations in a population.
Contributions
We present a method to directly improve the MRI to TRUS fusion procedure in clinical prostate biopsy procedures. This procedure currently relies on the heavily operator-dependent, semiautomated segmentation of the prostate from the ultrasound image that is performed by the clinician during the biopsy. Our new fusion method uses a training set of over 100 MR-TRUS images to learn the space of prostate deformations so as to improve both the accuracy of the method and the robustness of the clinician's workflow. Our method, described in Section 2 , builds a statistical deformation model (SDM) of typical prostate deformations in the context of biopsy (caused primarily by the insertion of the trans-rectral probe and the force this exerts on the prostate). We perform a principal component analysis (PCA) of intra-subject non-rigid deformations between pre-procedure MRI and intra-procedure TRUS imaging to build a statistical deformation model (SDM) of procedure-induced non-rigid deformations ( Onofrey et al., 2016 ) from a training set of MRI-TRUS imageguided procedures derived from a population of clinical cases. While PCA has difficulty modeling high-dimensional data, we aim to capture the gross, intra-subject deformations observed between MRI and TRUS image acquisitions with our SDM. We adopt a robust point matching (RPM) framework ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ) to perform PCA-based SDM registration of MRI and TRUS prostate surfaces, and we provide a review of RPM in Appendix A . We emphasize the key advantages of this approach: (i) RPM does not require homologous points between surfaces like SSMs ( Heimann and Meinzer, 2009 ) ; (ii) RPM is a robust method that can discard non-matching points as outliers; (iii) the SDM will constrain the deformation to be realistic based on the actual deformations encountered during the TRUS procedure as observed from a large population of training data; and (iv) the SDM is a low-dimensional parameterization that allows for highly efficient computation that fits within the time constraints of TRUS-guided biopsy procedures (typically 15 minutes). In Section 3 , we present results that expand upon our previous work ( Onofrey et al., 2015b ) to include both rigorous validation testing using synthetic data with realistic segmentation errors and quantitative landmark target registration error tests with clinical data. We conclude, in Section 4 , that our results demonstrate that our approach robustly registers surfaces in the presence of inaccurate prostate segmentations to provide effective patient-specific, non-rigid image fusion.
Methods
We train our statistical deformation model (SDM) using data from a clinical database of N = 104 patients who underwent prostate biopsy at our institution. Fig. 1 outlines our method and workflow. For each patient i = 1 , . . . , N in the database, we have a pre-procedure T2-weighted MRI I MR, i and an intra-procedure TRUS image I TRUS, i . The MR images were acquired at our institution without the use of an endorectal coil. The 3D TRUS images were created using the clinical Artemis system (Eigen, Grass Valley, CA), which reconstructs a 3D image volume from a systematic series of 2D B-mode images, which are acquired by a manual sweep but the probe is stabilized on the arm and rotates around its long axis. We construct a prostate statistical deformation model (SDM) that captures the principal directions of prostate deformation between its pre-procedural and intraprocedural shapes in MR and TRUS images, respectively. Using a large set of clinical training data, our approach first normalizes all the segmented prostate surfaces to a template prostate shape. Non-rigid, intra-subject, surface-based registration within template space captures the intra-procedure prostate deformation, and we use these transformations to learn our SDM. Given a novel MR-TRUS image pair, and after normalizing these prostate surfaces to template space, we perform non-rigid surface registration using the learned SDM to constrain the deformation process and robustly fuse the MR-TRUS imaging.
Clinical experts manually segment the prostate in each image according to standard clinical protocols using a semi-automated segmentation tool (Eigen, Grass Valley, CA). This process involves first identifying four or more points on the prostate boundary in 2D slices to initialize a contour that is then automatically refined according to image features ( Ladak et al., 20 0 0 ) , and finally adjusted manually, if necessary. We denote these segmented prostate surfaces S MR, i and S TRUS, i . In this work, we model the prostate surface S as a discrete set of points within a triangulated mesh. First, Section 2.1 details how we create a template prostate shape that will serve as a reference for our SDM. Section 2.2 then presents our method for creating an SDM of procedure-induced deformation. Finally, Section 2.3 describes how we use this deformation model to non-rigidly register MR and TRUS surfaces.
Creating a Template Prostate Shape
In order to create a model of intra-procedure prostate deformation from a population of training data, we first normalize our training data for differences in prostate volume by registering all subjects to a common reference space by creating a template prostate shape S SDM . We create this template prostate shape using the segmented MR surfaces S MR, i instead of the TRUS segmentations because delineation of the gland boundary is much less ambiguous in MRI. First, we select a single subject to serve as the prostate template reference space. The whole gland volume distribution of the N = 104 segmented MR prostates in this database is 55 ± 37 cm 3 (mean ± SD), with median 46 cm 3 , minimum 17 cm 3 , and maximum 262 cm 3 . The chosen subject's prostate had a volume of 32 cm 3 , which was approximately equal to the mode of the population's distribution. The remaining N − 1 subjects are then linearly registered to this single reference prostate using a robust point matching (RPM) surface registration algorithm ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ) with a similarity transform that allows for rigid translation, rotation, and isotropic scaling. Our use the similarity transform mitigates prostate shape bias, as individual prostate shapes will be preserved while normalizing for prostate shape. For each of the N − 1 registered MR surfaces, we then create a binary image mask of the prostate in the template reference space. We average the N − 1 masks in the reference space to create a probability image of the prostate shape from which we extract the 0.5 probability surface to be used as the template prostate shape S SDM for the SDM. This template prostate had a volume of 34 cm 3 . To avoid bias introduced by this reference subject, we exclude this subject from the SDM training procedure that follows (we use the remaining N − 1 subjects). This template surface S SDM serves as the reference space SDM ⊂ R 3 in which we construct our SDM.
Training the Non-rigid Statistical Deformation Model
To model the distribution of non-rigid deformations between the pre-procedure MR prostate surfaces and the intra-procedure TRUS prostate surfaces as a result of the biopsy procedure, we start by aligning S MR with S TRUS in the template prostate reference space. For each subject i = 1 , . . . , N − 1 in the training dataset, we first perform intra-subject registration to rigidly align S TRUS, i to that subject's corresponding pre-procedure prostate S MR, i using standard rigid RPM ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ) . We denote this transformation T TRUS → MR, i , where p → q indicates a rigid transformation from space p to q . At this point, the TRUS surfaces are rigidly registered to their MR surfaces, and any remaining non-rigid deformations between the two are accounted for after normalization to the prostate template in template space. To this end, we nonrigidly register S MR, i to S SDM with standard non-rigid RPM surfacebased registration ( Chui and Rangarajan, 2003; Papademetris et al., 2003 ) . These registrations, which we denote T MR SDM ,i , where p q indicates non-rigid transformation from space p to q , use a freeform deformation (FFD) transformation model parameterized by 5.0 mm isotropic B-spline control point spacing ( Rueckert et al., 1999 ) . We then warp both S MR, i and S TRUS, i to the SDM reference space by concatenating and applying the transformations:
where • is the transformation operator. At this point, S MR ,i and S TRUS ,i are rigidly registered to each other within the SDM reference space, and non-rigid deformations remain between the two. Making the assumption that these deformations are the result of introduction of the ultrasound probe for the biopsy procedure and changes in patient positioning with respect to the preprocedure MRI, we now construct our SDM of procedure-induced deformation across the training population. To capture these nonrigid deformations, we non-rigidly register S MR ,i to S TRUS ,i using non-rigid RPM ( Papademetris et al., 2003 ) with 10.0 mm isotropic FFD control point spacing. We choose a 10.0 mm control point spacing here, instead of the higher-resolution 5.0 mm used to normalize S MR, i to S SDM , because we are more interested in capturing the gross prostate deformation characteristics than with exactly matching the surfaces, which most likely contain segmentation errors. In the fixed SDM reference space, this FFD parameterization results in a 6 × 5 × 5 FFD grid with d = 450 degrees of freedom in 3D, and we concatenate these control point displacements into a single vector d. The j -th eigenvalue λ j estimates the sample variance along the eigenvector φ j , and we sort them in decreasing order
Thus, using the first J v coefficients of w in (3) provides a lowdimensional parameterization ( J v DoFs) of a higher-dimensional Fig. 2 illustrates some example deformations generated by our SDM.
Surface-based Statistical Deformation Model Registration
Given a new pre-procedure MR and intra-procedure TRUS image pair for a patient not in our training set, we use the learned SDM to drive the non-rigid registration process of the segmented prostate S MR to the segmented intra-procedure prostate S TRUS . Following the method described in Section 2.2 to register and then warp the training data to the prostate template space, we (i) rigidly register S TRUS to S MR using linear RPM, (ii) non-rigidly register S MR to the reference template S SDM using standard non-rigid RPM, and then (iii) transform the two surfaces into SDM space using (1) and (2) . With the surfaces transformed to the SDM reference space, our proposed method non-rigidly registers S MR to S TRUS by constraining the non-rigid RPM registration framework to deform according to the SDM transformation. Rather than estimate an FFD deformation by optimizing the control point locations individually as is usually done, the SDM's weights w in (3) offer a low-dimensional parameterization of a dense FFD non-rigid trans-
For each iteration k of the annealing procedure, our SDM RPM method estimates the eigenvector weights ˆ w in (3) to minimize the cost function in (A.1) :
where x i ∈ S MR and x i are the estimated RPM point correspondences from points y i ∈ S TRUS , c i ∈ R is the confidence of each correspondence determined by the RPM estimate of point i 's "outlierness", and R ( T ) is a regularization function weighted by a scalar function f (t) ∈ R . While the SDM's eigenvectors in (3) are orthogonal, their linear combination does not necessarily guarantee parameterization of a smooth FFD transformation. We therefore include the regularization term to enforce smoothness constraints onto the transformation estimate by penalizing the parameterized FFD's total bending energy ( Rueckert et al., 1999 ) . Additionally, we bound the SDM transformation to have weights within 3 standard deviations of the mean value, i.e. | w j | ≤ 3 λ j where λ j is the eigenvalue corresponding to the j -th eigenvector. We solve this optimization problem using conjugate gradient descent at each annealing step. Thus far, we have estimated and applied the transformation T SDM within the prostate template space SDM . To fuse the MR data to the TRUS data within the native TRUS image space TRUS in which the urologist is viewing the biopsy procedure, we concatenate the following transformations to align S MR to S TRUS :
where
invert the transformations in (2) . In the case of T SDM MR , the inverse of the FFD transformation does not have a closed-form solution and we instead approximate its solution. For the remainder of this paper, we refer to this entire chain of transformations interchangeably with T SDM .
Results
We tested the performance of our surface registration algorithm using both synthetic deformation tests ( Section 3.2 ) and tests using real clinical data with manually identified landmarks ( Section 3.3 ). These landmarks consisted of cysts and other "cystlike" anatomical structures appearing in both the MR and TRUS images of 22 subjects. Section 3.1 details our methods for evaluating these experiments. We compared our non-rigid statistical deformation model (SDM) registration approach against surface-based robust point matching (RPM) registrations ( Rangarajan et al., 1997; Chui and Rangarajan, 2003; Papademetris et al., 2003 ) with the following transformation models: (i) rigid transformation, (ii) affine transformation, and (iii) standard, unconstrained, non-rigid freeform deformation (FFD) transformation. Parameters for the RPM annealing process were held constant across all registration methods, with initial and final annealing temperatures t init = 2 . 0 and t final = 0 . 5 , respectively. During the registration's annealing process, we gradually reduced the regularization parameter from its initial value f (t init ) = 1 . 0 down to a final value f (t final ) = 0 . 1 in order to slowly relax the transformation's smoothness constraint as the registration progressed. For the non-rigid RPM registrations, we used the same 10.0 mm isotropic FFD control point spacing used to parameterize the SDM in Section 2.2 . Additionally, for the clinical landmark tests in Section 3.3 , we compared our results to two other methods: (i) the adaptive focus deformable model (AFDM) non-rigid surface-based registration algorithm ( Shen et al., 2001 ) currently implemented in the clinical Artemis system ( Narayanan et al., 2009 ) ; and (ii) a distance map-based registration similar to the one presented by Fedorov et al. ( Fedorov et al., 2015 ) . For the distance map registration experiments, we tested rigid, affine and non-rigid FFD transformations, where the FFD control point spacing was set to be the same as the RPM and SDM methods. We computed the distance maps over isotropically resampled versions of the MR and TRUS image volumes with spacing 1.0 mm 3 and 0.5 mm 3 , respectively. With the exception of the AFDM method, we implemented all registrations algorithms in C++ as part of BioImage Suite ( Joshi et al., 2011 ) , and performed all tests on a 4 GHz Intel Core i7 iMac workstation.
Evaluation Methods
We evaluated registration performance using two different methods: (i) volume of interest (VOI) overlap in our synthetic tests ( Section 3.2 ), and (ii) landmark target registration error (TRE) in our clinical data tests ( Section 3.3 ). We detail each of these methods in the following sections.
Evaluating Synthetic Data
The most reliable way to evaluate registration performance is to calculate the overlap of small volumes of interest (VOIs) ( Rohlfing, 2012 ) . For the prostate, we make use of the clinical Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) ( Weinreb et al., 2016 ) parcellation standard to delineate 37 clinically-relevant anatomical VOIs within the prostate ( Fig. 3 ). An expert rater manually segmented all 37 PI-RADS VOIs in a single subject's MR image and we denote this atlas A PIRADS . We then propagated this atlas to a test subject's MR image space I MR, i , by non-rigidly registering the whole prostate gland contour in A PIRADS to S MR, i using FFD RPM to generate the subject-specific PI-RADS parcellation A PIRADS, i . While the propagated VOIs do not correspond exactly to each subject's unique prostate anatomy because they were registered with a surface-based registration algorithm that ignores internal prostate anatomical information, they visually appeared qualitatively close and serve their purpose as a parcellation with anatomical significance for synthetic data generation in our evaluation. To evaluate registration accuracy, we calculated the Dice overlap (DO) for each of the v = 1 , . . . , 37 PI-RADS VOIs:
where X v denotes the v -th VOI from image X . We also calculated the mean Dice overlap (MDO) for each registration result by averaging over all VOIs, v DO v , which has been used as a summary statistic to quantify overall registration performance rather than analyze each individual VOI Dice overlap separately ( Klein et al., 2009 ) . We scale DO values by 100 to aid in interpretation.
Evaluating Clinical Data
From our database of N = 104 TRUS biopsy subjects, an expert manually identified a total of 29 corresponding landmarks in 22 subject MR-TRUS image pairs (maximum number of landmarks per subject was 2). These landmarks, which consisted of cysts and "cyst-like" anatomical features, were distributed throughout the prostate gland across the 22 subjects ( Fig. 4 and Table 1 ), with 20 landmarks localized in the midgland and 9 in the base, the majority of which were in the transition zone. Rather than localize the landmarks using a single point, the expert segmented the cysts by manually painting a 3D volume of interest (VOI) mask using BioImage Suite ( Joshi et al., 2011 ) . For each landmark VOI v , v ∈ {1, 2} in each modality m ∈ {MR, TRUS} in these s = 1 , . . . , 22 subjects, we then computed the VOI center of gravity c s, v ,m ∈ m ⊂ R 3 . To com- pute the fiducial localization error (FLE) of these landmarks, a single rater repeated this cyst painting localization procedure twice (due to the time-consuming nature of this protocol, only 10 of the 22 subjects were segmented twice) and we then averaged the two landmark center of gravity estimates. We calculated the distribution of FLE (mean ± SD) to be 0.07 ± 0.03 mm and 0.40 ± 0.72 mm for the MR and TRUS landmarks, respectively. We then calculated the landmark target registration error (TRE) ( West et al., 1997 ) TRE
for the given transformation T .
Validation Using Synthetic Data
We leveraged our large database to generate a set of realistic, synthetic TRUS prostate shapes with known non-rigid deformations and known segmentation errors on which we can test different registration approaches. For these validation tests, we partitioned our database into two sets: (i) a set of 50 subjects as training data, and (ii) a set of 50 subjects for testing. Using these two sets, we followed the method in Section 2.2 to create two independent SDMs, one for training and one for testing, which we denote T train SDM and T test SDM , respectively. We selected the same single subject to be used as a prostate template reference shape S SDM for both SDMs using the procedure from Section 2.1 .
We selected 10 subjects from the training set as example prostates, and we index these subjects s = 1 , . . . , 10 . Because prostate gland segmentation is so much more reliable within the MR images, we use the MR prostate segmentations S MR, s for these examples. For each subject s , we generated t = 1 , . . . , 100 synthetic deformations using the training SDM by randomly sampling weights w for the model in (3) . We sampled SDM deformation weight values w j ∼ N (0 , λ j ) , where λ j is the j -th eigenvalue, using the first j = 1 , . . . , 5 eigenvectors in (3) to create the deformation T train SDM ,s,t . Using (1) and (5) , where in (5) T MR → TRUS is set to be Fig. 5 . Visualizing the distribution of TRUS prostate segmentation variability on an average prostate template shape. We show the mean and standard deviation for N = 103 subjects, with two 3D views to highlight the prostate gland base (right column) and apex (left column). Additionally, we show the prostate surface contour overlayed onto the mean intensity TRUS image (middle column). Across the population, the greatest amount of segmentation variability occurs at the prostate base, where there is much segmentation ambiguity of the prostate gland boundary as a result of poor TRUS image contrast in this region. The axes indicate (A) anterior, (P) posterior, (R) right, (L) left, (S) superior, and (I) inferior orientations with respect to the subject.
the identity transform since we do not have to transform to TRUS image space with these synthetic examples, we create a total of 1,0 0 0 synthetically deformed MR prostate surfaces ˆ S MR ,s,t that realistically mimic the intra-procedure deformations observed in our training data. These synthetic surfaces and their respective transformations function as our synthetic ground-truth since they are not subject to potential errors introduced by the segmentation of the prostate in TRUS imaging.
To simulate the variability of the TRUS segmentation process, we first calculated the spatial distribution of TRUS segmentation variability shown in Fig. 5 ( Appendix B ) , which we then used to create a spatial model of TRUS segmentation variance ( Appendix C ). As described in the Appendices, this model required a TRUS template prostate shape S SDM in order to calculate segmentation variability across different subjects. Thus, we first warped this surface to each S MR, s using a non-rigid FFD RPM transformation ( Chui and Rangarajan, 2003; Papademetris et al., 2003 ) , and used this warped version of the template S TRUS, s as our TRUS examples. We then applied the same sample SDM deformations T train SDM ,s,t to these surfaces as was done for the MR surfaces using (5) to create ˆ S TRUS ,s,t . Finally, we added synthetic segmentation noise to each ˆ S TRUS ,s,t based on the segmentation variability model in Appendix C . To do this, we randomly sampled values u j ∼ N (0 , σ υ j ) , where υ j is the j -th eigenvalue, using the first j = 1 , . . . , 10 modes in (C.1) with a noise level scalar σ = { 0 . 25 , 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 4 . 0 } . A noise level σ = 1 . 0 represents the standard amount of segmentation variance observed in the population (assuming a Gaussian normal distribution), while noise levels σ < 1.0 and σ > 1.0 represent lower than and higher than observed levels of segmentation variance, respectively. As σ → 0, the synthetic examples approach the variance-free segmentation case, i.e. minimal artificial segmentation errors. Thus, for each noise level σ , we created 1,0 0 0 synthetic TRUS shapes ˆ S TRUS ,s,t,σ , which resulted in 5,0 0 0 synthetic samples in total. Fig. 6 shows some example prostate shapes with both synthetic deformations and synthetic segmentation errors.
Our registration tests compared the performance fusing S MR, s to ˆ S TRUS ,s,t,σ using a variety of surface-based registration methods: (i) rigid RPM ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ), (ii) affine RPM, (iii) Fig. 6 . Example synthetic TRUS prostate surfaces used for validation testing. We show a reference prostate shape (gray) first after synthetic non-rigid deformations (blue) and then with synthetic segmentation errors applied to the deformed prostate shapes (orange). For each synthetic deformation, we added synthetic segmentation errors at various levels of noise according to our statistical model of segmentation variability, where noise level 1.00 corresponds to the observed level of noise in clinical practice. Surfaces show the base of the prostate and the labels indicate (A) anterior, (P) posterior, (R) right, and (L) left orientations with respect to the subject. non-rigid FFD RPM ( Papademetris et al., 2003 ) , and (iv) our SDM RPM method. Here, the FFD method serves as a surrogate for the AFDM method since we were unable to test the synthetic examples within the existing clinical device itself. For our SDM method, we used the SDM learned from the testing data T test SDM , and we compared results using J = { 1 , 3 , 6 , 11 , 16 , 50 } eigenvectors, which accounted for 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, and 100% of the model's cumulative variance, respectively. We denote transformations from these test methods T r , with r = { Rigid RPM, Affine RPM, Non-rigid FFD RPM,
SDM}.
We evaluated registration performance by calculating the Dice overlap of PI-RADS parcellation VOIs. Given the PI-RADS parcelletion for each test subject A PIRADS, s ( Section 3.1.1 ), we used the known synthetic deformations T train SDM ,s,t generated above to we warped this atlas to create gold-standard target atlas images ˆ A PIRADS ,s,t . Since we added segmentation error noise to simulate TRUS segmentation error after the synthetic deformation was applied, we only required a total of 1,0 0 0 ˆ A PIRADS ,s,t atlases to serve as ground-truths, irrespective of the segmentation error noise level added (these atlases represent ground-truth parcellations in the absence of segmentation error). We then calculated the Dice overlap for each VOI v as DO v (T r •ˆ A PIRADS ,s,t , A PIRADS ,s ) in (6) as well as the mean Dice overlap (MDO), v DO v . Fig. 7 shows the distribution of MDO results for each level of synthetic noise tested. We used a Wilcoxon rank-sum test with significance level 0.05 to test for significant differences in MDO between each pairwise comparison of the registration methods. For the standard noise level σ = 1 . 0 , all registration methods were found to have statistically significant differences in MDO ( p < 0.05), with the exception of pairwise comparisons between the SDM J = 11 , 16 , 50 methods, which showed no significant differences. The SDMs with J > 1 all had significantly higher median MDO than the other RPM registration methods. Rigid RPM registration performed significantly worst (median MDO = 61.1), while affine RPM (median MDO = 74.4) significantly outperformed nonrigid FFD RPM (median MDO = 70.2) and SDM 1 (median MDO = 73.1). The SDM methods showed much better worst-case performance with minimum MDO = 46.7 for all SDMs J , compared to minimum MDO values 25.9, 37.2, and 23.6 for Rigid, Affine, and FFD, respectively. At the lowest level of noise ( σ = 0 . 25 ), affine registration significantly outperformed both rigid and non-rigid FFD registration, as well as the SDMs with J = 1 , 3 . The SDMs with J ≥ 6, on the other hand, had significantly higher MDO than affine registration at low noise. All methods showed significant decrease in Table 2 The distribution of Dice overlap values (mean ± SD) for the prostate apex, midgland, and base regions averaged over 10 0 0 synthetically deformed prostate samples. We tested RPM surface-based registration using rigid, affine, and nonrigid FFD transformations, and our proposed SDM method using the first 11 deformation eigenvectors. We show registration results using the standard level of synthetic segmentation noise ( σ = 1 . 0 ).
Method
Apex Midgland Base Rigid 79.3 ± 6.7 82.3 ± 5.3 81.1 ± 6.3 Affine 88.0 ± 4.5 89.1 ± 3.8 86.7 ± 4.5 Non-rigid FFD 86.5 ± 5.0 86.8 ± 4.8 85.5 ± 5.0 SDM 11 87.9 ± 5.0 90.9 ± 2.7 89.5 ± 3.0 MDO as noise increased from one level to the next (with the exception of the rigid and SDM 1 methods from σ = 0 . 25 to σ = 0 . 5 ), performance of the SDM degraded gracefully with increasing levels of noise. As the noise level increased, affine registration performance approached that of both rigid and non-rigid FFD registration, while the SDM performance decreased at a slower rate. Affine registration median MDO performance decreased by 27.1% from 79.1 at σ = 0 . 25 to 57.7 at σ = 4 . 0 , while SDM 11 performance decreased by 16.7% from 82.2 at σ = 0 . 25 to 68.5 at σ = 4 . 0 . Furthermore, the small interquartile range values demonstrate that the SDM methods show more consistent and robust registration performance across all noise levels. We can further break the MDO results down into their constituent VOIs to examine registration performance spatially. Fig. 8 shows individual VOI DO results averaged across the population for each level of noise tested and for each of the tested methods (we only show SDM 11 since this method had the highest MDO results and used the fewest number of eigenvectors while showing no statistically significant differences between SDM 16,50 at standard levels of noise σ = 1 . 0 in Fig. 7 ) (see Supplementary material Fig.   S1 for individual VOI DO distribution values). Qualitative inspection of the VOI results show the SDM method with the highest DO performance throughout the prostate regions at all noise levels. Affine registration had slightly lower DO performance than the SDM at low noise levels, most notably in the peripheral zone (PZ) at the base. Unlike the affine transformation, the SDM maintained excellent registration performance in the transition zone (TZ) across all noise levels. Only at the highest levels of noise did the SDM performance start to degrade in the PZ and anterior fibromuscular stroma (AFS). Rigid registration, on the other hand, shows poor registration performance across the base, midgland, and apex, with particularly poor results in the base PZ and apex AFS. While the non-rigid FFD registration performed better than the rigid registration method at lower noise levels (higher DO values throughout the prostate for σ ≤ 1.0), the unconstrained FFD method's performance approached that of rigid registration at high levels of noise. Furthermore, at low noise levels, the non-rigid FFD showed particularly poor performance in the base PZ and AFS, areas of the prostate which are most difficult to segment in the TRUS images and subject to the most variability ( Fig. 5 ) . Table 2 summarizes these individual VOI overlap results by prostate regions. For all registration methods, the midgland exhibited the highest mean DO values. While affine registration had the highest mean DO in the apex, the SDM 11 had the highest mean DO values in both the midgland and base as well as the smallest standard deviation values. Rigid registration performed worst across all prostate regions.
Running times for the SDM 11 were 3.3 ± 0.4 seconds compared to 12.0 ± 1.7 seconds (mean ± SD) for the FFD across the 10 0 0 synthetic examples with σ = 1 . 0 , a 73% reduction in processing time on average. This SDM running time excludes the time Fig. 7 . The distribution of Dice overlap results first averaged over all volumes of interest for each synthetic example and then averaged across the 10 0 0 synthetically deformed prostate samples. We tested registration using Rigid RPM, Affine RPM, Non-rigid RPM FFD, and our proposed SDM methods, where SDM J indicates that our model used the first J deformation eigenvectors. We show registration results for prostates with different levels of segmentation noise. The boxplots shows the median, 25th and 75th percentiles (interquartile range), extremes, and outlier values.
for registering the MR surface to the SDM template shape because this task may be performed offline prior to any biopsy procedure and the time for the final warping procedure in (5) is negligible.
MR-TRUS Landmark Registration Error with Clinical Data

SDM Registration
To test our SDM method, we performed leave-one-out testing by holding test subject s out from the training dataset, and then computed the SDM as in Section 2.2 with the remaining subjects. Instead of generating a new SDM template prostate shape S SDM for each leave-one-out test, we used the same one created in Section 2.2 since the removal of a single subject from the training data had negligible effect on its creation. Using the 29 landmarks identified in the s = 1 , . . . , 22 subjects ( Section 3.1.2 ), we calculated the distribution of landmark target registration error (TRE) using (7) .
We tested SDM registration using the first J = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 17 , 35 , 102 } eigenvectors, which accounted for 28, 49, 61, 71, 75, 95, 99 , and 100% of the model's cumulative variance, respectively. Fig. 9 summarizes the TRE distribution results. Using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test with a significance level of 0.05 to test for significant differences in TRE between each of the eight SDM methods, we found no significant differences for all values of J . The SDM using J = 17 eigenvectors had the lowest median TRE of 2.98 mm of the test values. All methods had approximately equal standard deviations of TRE ( ∼2 mm). Maximum TRE decreased with increasing number of eigenvectors used.
Comparison to Other Registration Methods
We compared our SDM results (using J = 17 ) to the seven following registration methods: (i) the non-rigid adaptive focus deformation model (AFDM) ( Shen et al., 2001 ); RPM surface-based registration using (ii) rigid ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ) , (iii) affine, and (iv) non-rigid FFD ( Papademetris et al., 2003 ) transformations; and distance map registration using (v) rigid, (vi) affine, and (vii) nonrigid FFD ( Fedorov et al., 2015 ) transformations. We summarize the TRE results for each method in Fig. 9 and Table 3 .
The AFDM algorithm had TRE 6.11 ± 4.75 mm (mean ± SD) with median, minimum, and maximum TRE 4.24 mm, 0.68 mm, and 19.75 mm, respectively. In terms of median TRE performance, the AFDM method had the highest median error while the SDM when using J = 17 eigenvectors had the lowest median TRE of 2.98 mm, a reduction of 30% in median TRE across the population. The results also showed that AFDM is highly sensitive to incorrectly seg- Table 3 Landmark target registration error (TRE) of the 29 landmarks in 22 subjects. We compared registration using our statistical deformation model (SDM) to robust point matching (RPM) methods using rigid, affine, standard nonrigid FFD transformation models, as well as to an adaptive focus deformable model (AFDM) used in the existing clinical system and distance map-based registration (Dmap) mented prostate glands in the TRUS images. In this case, the registration algorithm aligns the MR and TRUS prostate surfaces to a fault (maximum TRE was 19.75 mm), whereas all the RPM and distance map registration methods had much lower maximum TRE performance, which indicates lower sensitivity to errors in the segmentation process. The standard, non-rigid FFD RPM method showed the lowest maximum TRE performance (6.61 mm) of the tested non-rigid registration methods, while the non-rigid distance map method had a maximum TRE of 9.77 mm, compared to SDM 17's maximum TRE of 8.69 mm. Rigid RPM achieved the lowest minimum TRE value of 0.18 mm. While the surface-based RPM methods outperformed their distance map registration counterparts in terms of median TRE, the distance map methods exhibited lower standard deviation values. We used a Wilcoxon ranksum test with a significance level of 0.05 to test for significant differences in TRE between each of the registration methods. Both the non-rigid FFD RPM method and our SDM using J = 17 eigenvectors had significantly lower TRE ( p < 0.05) than AFDM. The RPM FFD and rigid distance map method results were also significantly different. There were no statistically significant differences between all other pairwise registration method comparisons. The running time for the SDM using 17 eigenvectors was 3.7 ± 0.5 seconds across all subjects, whereas the running time for the nonrigid RPM method was 13.1 ± 2.0 seconds. In this case, the SDM registration method resulted in a computational improvement of 72%. Running time for the distance map FFD was 243.5 ± 80.2 seconds. 
Registration Performance with Segmentation Error
To test the stability of the surface-based registration approaches, we added synthetic noise to mimic prostate segmentation variability in the TRUS images. Similar to as done in Section 3.2 , we used our large database to calculate the distribution of TRUS segmentation variability ( Appendix B ), and created a spatial model of TRUS segmentation variance ( Appendix C ). Our model of segmentation variability across subjects required a TRUS template prostate shape S SDM , which we warped to each S TRUS, s in our testing set using a non-rigid FFD RPM transformation ( Chui and Rangarajan, 2003; Papademetris et al., 2003 ) . This warped version of the template ˆ S TRUS ,s replaces the original surface S TRUS,s in these tests. We then added realistic synthetic segmenta- Fig. 9 . The distribution of landmark target registration (TRE) error for 29 landmarks in 22 different subjects using our proposed SDM method, where SDM J indicates that our model used the first J deformation eigenvectors. The boxplots shows the median, 25th and 75th percentiles (interquartile range), extremes, and outlier values.
Table 4
Landmark target registration error (TRE) of the 29 landmarks in 22 subjects subject to synthetic TRUS segmentation errors. We compared registration using our statistical deformation model (SDM) to other surface-based robust point matching (RPM) methods using rigid, affine, standard non-rigid FFD transformation models.
* , † , ‡ , § indicates statistically significant results with respect to pairwise comparisons at the level of 0.05. tion noise to each ˆ S TRUS ,s using our model of segmentation variability in Appendix C by randomly sampling values u j ∼ N (0 , σ υ j ) , where υ j is the j -th eigenvalue, using the first j = 1 , . . . , 10 modes in (C.1) with a noise level scalar σ = 1 . 0 . A noise level σ = 1 . 0 represents the standard amount of segmentation variance observed in the population (assuming a Gaussian normal distribution). Finally, for each subject s = 1 , . . . , 22 , we created 100 synthetic TRUS shapes ˆ S TRUS ,s,σ , which resulted in 2,200 synthetic samples in total. We then registered each test subject's MR prostate surface S MR, s to the 100 TRUS samples ˆ S TRUS ,s,σ using the following RPM surfacebased registration methods: (i) rigid ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ) , (ii) affine, (iii) non-rigid FFD, and (iv) our proposed non-rigid SDM using J = 17 eigenvectors. Table 4 shows the registration results. Using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test with a significance level of 0.05 to test for significant differences in TRE between each of the four methods, we found both our SDM and the RPM FFD methods had significantly lower TRE than the rigid and affine RPM methods. There were no significant differences between the RPM FFD and our SDM 17 methods, and no significant differences between the RPM rigid and RPM affine methods.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have demonstrated the learning and the application of statistical deformation models (SDMs) to perform constrained, nonrigid surface-based registration for fusing MR and TRUS images in image-guided prostate biopsy. Our method works by learning a model of the deformations typically encountered during the biopsy procedure given a large database of prostate biopsy interventions.
We then apply that model to guide the registration of novel MR-TRUS prostate image pairs. We evaluated the performance of our SDM registration method by performing tests using both synthetic and real clinical data ( Section 3 ), and we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach to significantly improve registration performance compared to the method currently used by an existing clinical device. In addition to the SDM's significantly improved registration performance, the synthetic tests highlight the SDMs more robust and more consistent registration results, which is critical for clinical image-based procedures, where time is limited, data is often times imperfect, and minimizing the maximum registration error is important. In other words, the registration algorithm should be robust to noisy data and performance should degrade gracefully. Compared to the other registration methods tested, our results ( Fig. 7 ) demonstrate the SDM's characteristics of: (i) (ii) reliability in that it does not fail badly (higher minimum Dice overlaps); (iii) robustness to increasing levels of segmentation errors (higher mean Dice overlaps); and (iv) consistency in that performance holds over the population (smaller interquartile range).
Our landmark registration tests using clinical data, with target registration error (TRE) 3.50 ± 2.02 (mean ± SD), were within the clinically significant threshold of 5 mm ( Karnik et al., 2010 ) . Nevertheless, localizing corresponding landmarks within clinical MR and TRUS images is extremely hard, and from our experience, subject to high variability. Landmark TRE is the most widely reported metric for MR-TRUS registration performance by the methods in Section 1.1 , but results between different studies are difficult to compare due to different landmarks being used by each study as well as the challenges in localizing these landmarks. While prostate landmarks common to all patients have been used to assess MR-TRUS registration performance, for example the entry and exit points of the urethra, verumontanum, and the midpoint of the seminal vesicles entry ( Hu et al., 2012; Fedorov et al., 2015 ) , we found that both intra-and inter-rater identification accuracy was too low for us to reliably use these landmarks to quantify registration error. Localizing these landmarks was challenging due to the ambiguous delineation of the prostate gland surface in parts of the TRUS imaging with little tissue contrast. We found that patientspecific cysts and other "cyst-like" anatomical structures appearing in both the MR and TRUS images were the most reliable to localize, and these types of landmarks have also been used to calculate TRE in other studies ( Hu et al., 2012; Fedorov et al., 2015; Khallaghi et al., 2015b Khallaghi et al., , 2015a . The 29 identified landmarks used in Section 3.3 were distributed throughout the prostate volume of 22 subjects ( Fig. 4 ) , however, our use of a limited number of subjects with identifiable cysts does have the disadvantage that they could potentially bias our registration results.
To address these challenges, the detailed synthetic fusion results in Section 3.2 are invaluable for a more comprehensive evaluation. Compared to the landmark results, which at most report registration error results at 2 point locations in the prostate for a given subject, the synthetic results show a more holistic assessment of registration performance using multiple, clinically-relevant VOIs spanning the entire prostate gland volume. Our calculated distribution of TRUS segmentation variability ( Fig. 5 ) shows the greatest segmentation variability in the prostate apex and base regions and lowest variability in the midgland. These results agree with those presented by Smith et al. ( Smith et al., 2007 ) , even though Smith et al. 's measure of segmentation variability relates to the distribution of inter-rater segmentation variance for 10 images whereas our measure derives from a distribution of segmentation variance across a population of more than 100 images for a single rater. That these synthetic examples are realistic to clinicallyobserved segmentation errors contrasts with prior studies that introduced synthetic segmentation errors at random locations on the prostate surface as first done by Onofrey et al. ( Onofrey et al., 2015b ) and later by Khallaghi et al. ( Khallaghi et al., 2015a ) . The synthetic tests, furthermore, also eliminated the potential for linear registration errors that could be present in the clinical data tests. With the prostate being roughly ellipsoidal in shape, the linear registration step has rotational ambiguities that could potentially result in large registration error prior to the application of any nonrigid registration algorithms. To avoid such problems, some other methods utilize an initial manual identification of a small number of fiducials prior to registration ( Hu et al., 2012; . Nevertheless, our results using clinical data ( Section 3.3 ) suggest that misregistration to the template shape is not an issue, as the SDM registration results performed at the level of standard non-rigid RPM and distance map image-based registration.
The synthetic test results demonstrate the utility and effectiveness of the SDM registration in comparison to the unconstrained non-rigid free-form deformation (FFD) registration method, which also serves as a surrogate registration method in these tests for the AFDM method used by the existing state-of-the-art clinical system. Here, the relatively poor performance of the standard, unconstrained FFD-based non-rigid registration was notable ( Figs. 7 and 8 ) . In cases of segmentations with even low levels of noise, which is not uncommon in clinical use ( Appendix B ), the linear affine registration method performed better than the unconstrained non-rigid FFD transformation. The non-rigid FFD transformation with high degrees of freedom (DoFs) offered too much flexibility and the algorithm incorrectly registered the prostate surface to segmentation noise. Similarly, other studies have reported increased TRE for unconstrained non-rigid registration methods over rigid registration ( Cool et al., 2011; Khallaghi et al., 2015b ) and that unconstrained, deformable registration did not show significant improvements over affine registration ( Delongchamps et al., 2013; Fedorov et al., 2015 ) . We have seen analogous results when performing intensity-based multi-modal brain registration with an SDM ( Onofrey et al., 2016 ) , where rigid registration can outperform unconstrained non-rigid registration due to noisy data. The low DoF affine transformation model limits the prostate surfaces from over-registering (fitting the noise too well), but we also see that a linear transformation is not enough to account for the non-rigid deformations of the biopsy procedure at clinically-observed levels of segmentation noise ( Fig. 7 ) , as well as in real data ( Fig. 10 ) .
The non-rigid SDM registration method is well-suited for registering surfaces under noisy conditions as it offers both a non-rigid deformation that can accommodate complex changes to prostate shape and a low-dimensional parameterization of that transformation to avoid over-fitting. We observed robust registration performance behavior in both our synthetic (3.2) and clinical (3.3.3) experiments where we tested registration using TRUS prostate segmentations with added errors that realistically mimic segmentation variability. Khallaghi et al. ( Khallaghi et al., 2015a ) had similar success using their statistical model of prostate shape to effectively constrain alignment of the prostate to segmentations with missing data. The best performing SDMs had non-rigid SDM deformations with 11 DoFs for the synthetic tests while the clinical tests had 17 DoFs. From the results in this paper, the ideal number of eigenvectors for the prostate SDM registration methods appears to be J v accounting for 75 ≤ v ≤ 90% of the cumulative variance ( Section 2.2 ).
Our use of the robust point matching (RPM) framework to handle outliers in surface data was itself a major contributor to improved registration performance. As demonstrated by non-rigid FFD RPM landmark registration results ( Fig. 10 ) , which was an unconstrained deformable transformation similar to the one used by AFDM, the RPM framework allowed for outlier points on the surface segmentations and so it was robust to noisy segmentations. The AFDM registration method, which does not model point outliers in the dataset, aligned the two surfaces, and any segmentations errors, almost perfectly. The RPM registrations with Fig. 10 . The distribution of landmark target registration error for 29 landmarks in 22 different subjects for different prostate registration methods. We compare our proposed SDM 17 method (SDM using 17 eigenvectors) to the adaptive focus deformable model (AFDM) method used by an existing clinical biopsy system, to distance map (Dmap) registration using rigid, affine and non-rigid FFD, and to RPM surface-based registration using rigid, affine, and non-rigid FFD transformations. The boxplots shows the median, 25th and 75th percentiles (interquartile range), extremes, and outlier values. Fig. 11 . Example MR-TRUS fusion results showing manually identified landmarks used to calculate target registration error. Here, the TRUS images are warped to the MR image space by a reslicing operation; however, in the clinical setting, the MR surfaces are actually transformed to the TRUS imaging space for guidance. We note that the transformations map points from MRI space to TRUS imaging space, which results in either the image transformation procedure reslicing the TRUS image back into MRI space or the surface/point warping procedure transforming the MR prostate surface/point into the TRUS image's space. The resliced TRUS images are shown for visualization purposes here. linear rigid and affine transformations models, though not significantly different from the AFDM results in terms of landmark TRE, had much better worst-case performance (lower maximum TRE over the testing samples). Alternative surface-based registration methods that accommodate missing data, such as coherent point drift ( Myronenko and Song, 2010 ) , have found similar success for MR-TRUS fusion ( Fedorov et al., 2015; Khallaghi et al., 2015b Khallaghi et al., , 2015a . Distance map-based registration methods ( Fedorov et al., 2015 ) have the potential to align the interior of the prostate gland, which is otherwise ignored in surface-based registrations. However, our experiments showed that the surface-based registrations performed on par with distance map-based registration ( Fig. 10 ) , with no significant difference being found between the surfacebased RPM and distance map methods. While the distance map method registers two dense distance map images, these distance maps are still based on the initial surface segmentations to provide the distance map calculation, and are thus susceptible to segmentation errors.
The AFDM registration algorithm, in contrast, relies on accurate prostate segmentation, which is a challenge due to the poor contrast of ultrasound imaging in certain areas of the gland ( Fig. 5 ) . The high landmark TRE and large variance of the AFDM method ( Fig. 10 ) demonstrates its sensitivity to segmentation error. While the AFDM method used by the clinical system had high landmark TRE in our one-time registration tests, the urologist, in clinical practice, has the opportunity to intervene and repeat the segmentation and fusion process if the initial results are not acceptable. Thus, we expect the registration errors for the clinical device to be lower in practice than observed for these experiments. Nevertheless, in the existing clinical system, the human operator is responsible for detecting and correcting fusion errors, whereas our proposed method provides reliable, robust, and consistent fusion results automatically.
Low-dimensional SDM registration is also computationally efficient. The SDM learning procedure occurs only once and the model can be stored as part of the clinical system for future use, while the warping of the pre-procedure MR surface to the SDM template may be done offline prior to the biopsy. In Section 3.3 , we reduced registration time by 72% from non-rigid FFD (13.1 ± 2.0 seconds) to SDM 17 (3.7 ± 0.5 seconds). The surface-based registration methods provide a large speedup in computation time compared to the image-based distance map registration methods (243.5 seconds on average for non-rigid FFD). A GPU-based implementation of our algorithm could potentially reduce running times to the sub-second level. Such fast performance would have the potential for the registration to be run before each needle insertion. However, due to the relatively long time required to reconstruct the 3D TRUS volume (approximately 30 seconds), per-biopsy fusion updates would most likely require registration of 2D TRUS slices to the original 3D TRUS volume ( Xu et al., 2008; Cool et al., 2011 ) . A good portion of the intra-procedure image fusion processing time (approximately 2-5 minutes, or higher if refinement is needed) is dedicated to the semi-automated segmentation of the TRUS prostate and verification of the initial alignment. However, our results show that the segmentation does not need to be perfect as our method is robust to segmentation errors and variability.
Our method has certain limitations. Surface-based registration algorithms are highly dependent upon the semi-automated segmentation of the prostate in both the MR and the TRUS images. The surface-based registrations used throughout this paper are inherently less accurate farther away from the surface boundary, i.e. the prostate gland center, due to the lack of internal information. Without information to guide registration inside the gland, our model training data may contain potential deformation errors. Using a distance map-based registration formulation ( Fedorov et al., 2015 ) or incorporating a biomechanical model into the prostate de-formation training and registration process ( Hu et al., 2012 ) could address this issue, and other studies have demonstrated that FEM can be advantageous for transformation regularization ( Khallaghi et al., 2015b; van de Ven et al., 2015 ) . The SDM training and registration is also dependent upon the SDM template shape. While we created a prostate template shape with a volume close to the distribution's mode (34 cm 3 ), our choice of a single template might bias our registration towards prostates of similar size. An alternative template construction approach might utilize group-wise registration ( Rasoulian et al., 2012 ) to create a less-biased prostate template. Furthermore, even though we normalized for differences in prostate volume using a similarity transform, the deformations learned by the SDM may not accurately reflect those seen in prostates with extremely large volumes, e.g. 9 subjects had volumes in excess of 100 cm 3 with one subject having maximum volume 262 cm 3 . To handle such cases, we plan to investigate training subject-specific SDMs where the SDM training happens in the native MR space of the given subject. We also aim to incorporate our model of segmentation variability into the registration procedure as as a form of prior knowledge about where the segmentation is likely to be incorrect. Finally, our method is currently limited in its application to the image-guided biopsy configuration of the Artemis system, which creates 3D TRUS image volume reconstructions using a rotation of a 2D US probe. Nevertheless, learned models of deformation such as the one presented here could be applied to any system employing surface-based registration techniques. We further limited our training to use MR images (and their respective surface segmentations) acquired without an endorectal coil. Using two types of MR images, either acquired with or without an endorectal coil, would potentially represent two distinct classes of deformations, and constructing a model capable of handling these heterogeneous deformations remains for future work.
To summarize, we have applied a statistical model of intraprocedure prostate biopsy deformation to non-rigidly register preprocedure MR images to intra-procedure TRUS imaging. We validated our method using both synthetic and real clinical data to demonstrate significantly improved registration quality, consistency and robustness. By constraining the non-rigid surface registration procedure to the space of previously observed intraprocedure prostate deformation, the SDM is not only effective at registering the MR and TRUS surfaces, but also prevents the registration process from failing in the presence of prostate gland segmentation errors. Our method offers improved fusion performance over a current clinical state-of-the-art system, and may easily be incorporated into the existing clinical workflow. (A.1) where R ( T ) is a regularization functional ( e.g. bending energy) weighted by a function of the annealing temperature f ( t ). A deterministic annealing framework is used to alternately solve for M and T . The framework begins with a high value of t , which corresponds to a rough estimate of the maximum mis-alignment distance, and then gradually decreases t by an annealing factor 0 < a < 1 until t becomes sufficiently small. The RPM formulation in (A.1) allows for the transformation T to be of any form. T can be either a linear ( Rangarajan et al., 1997 ) or a non-rigid transformation, with example non-rigid deformations parameterized by thin-plate spline ( Chui and Rangarajan, 2003 ) and B-spline freeform deformation ( Papademetris et al., 2003 ) transformation models.
Appendix B. Distribution of TRUS Prostate Segmentation Variability
To find the distribution of TRUS prostate segmentation variability in our database of N subjects, the same urologist who originally segmented the TRUS images re-segmented each of the subjects a second time using the same semi-automated clinical protocol. We denote these two segmentations S t TRUS ,i at time t = 1 , 2 for subject i = 1 , . . . , N. In order to estimate the distribution of segmentation variability both spatially and across the population, we created a TRUS template prostate surface S t using the same method in Section 2.2 , but used the TRUS surfaces instead of the MR surfaces to create the template surface shape. We then non-rigidly warped S t to all instances of S t TRUS ,i using robust point matching (RPM) surface registration ( Chui and Rangarajan, 2003; Papademetris et al., 2003 ) with 5.0 mm isotropic control point spacing, and denote these warped surfaces S t TRUS ,i . For each of the j = 1 , . . . , J surface points p i, j ∈ S 1 TRUS ,i , we found the closest point q i, j ∈ S 2 TRUS ,i , where J = 3 , 468 for this template. Rather than using the Euclidean distance δ i, j = p i, j − q i, j at each point p i, j as our measure of segmentation variability, we project δ i, j onto the outward-facing direction vector v i, j = (v i, j − c i ) / c i, j − c i , where c i ∈ R 3 is S 1 TRUS ,i 's center of gravity. By projecting the Euclidean distance onto this direction vector δ i, j = δ i, j v i, j , we can encode the direction of segmentation error in a way that generalizes across the population. Thus, we can calculate the pointwise distribution of segmentation variability (mean ± SD) over the population at each point p j ∈ S t . Fig. 5 visualizes this distribution on the template prostate shape. This distribution shows the statistical variability of a single expert performing whole gland prostate segmentation in the TRUS images.
Appendix C. Modeling TRUS Segmentation Variability with PCA
Given samples from the distribution of TRUS segmentation variability, we perform a principal component analysis (PCA) of the sample covariance matrix to construct a linear model of segmentation variability. A PCA of the N training samples allows us to model correlated segmentation variance across the population. From Appendix B , for each subject i = 1 , . . . , N, we have J pointwise segmentation distances projected along the surface vector pointing outwards from the surface center of gravity, δ i, j ∈ R 3 , which we concatenate into a single vector δ i ∈ R 3 J . These vectors are N samples from the distribution of segmentation variance S across the population. PCA of these samples yields a model 
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